
 
 

 
 
 
A tour in the desert offers unique, quiet simple and serene experience. 
According to our perception, the desert speaks for itself and does not require our stimulation. In order to 
interact with and feel the desert, we simple need to BE. The desert is the perfect inspiration for a "less is more" 
concept in lifestyle.  

 
 
We shall venture on a fascinating walk following part of the Ancient Nabataean Caravan route. 
The Nabataeans were ancient desert nomads, who built their capital in Petra, and became the most famous 
merchants in the trade of spice & incense over 2000 years ago.  
The Negev desert is connecting between the Southern Arabia peninsula where the myrrh and frankincense grow 
and Petra –the Mediterranean Sea- to Europe. 
Following the same route as the Nabataean Caravans, we experience the same sights and views in much the 
same spirit as they did thousands of years ago.  
 
From the moment we set off our journey, that traverses through the most picturesque and scenic part of the 
vast Negev wilderness, we are parting ways with civilization for the entire duration of the trip, and will be 
travelling independently and self sufficiently. Our equipment will be carried on camel humps. 
Our guides are very knowledgeable. They will help facilitate your own desert experience. They are also fantastic 
story tellers – which is the most precious gem in the desert nights around a bonfire.  
 



    
 
The trip is tailor made to meet the exact requirements of the travelers, and is suited for very small, pre 
organized groups.  In order to heighten the experience of these unique journeys and to make them more 
meaningful and long lasting, we usually recommend a minimum of three nights and three days, offering 
journeys for up to six nights  
 

 
 
 
 
 
We will arrange all the logistics that will enable us to sleep in a very comfortable tent, with thick comfortable 
mattresses, with hot showers and toilets on camp site, providing a lounge area that will enable us to absorb the 
days experience and socialize over breakfasts and great dinners cooked over the camp fire. 
 



     
 

 
 
 
We offer to conclude the hike at the top of the Ramon Crater, spend the night at the luxurious Beresheet Hotel, 
enjoy the remarkably stunning views from the cliff of the crater and reflect on the days and nights that we have 
spent in this unique desert area. 
 

 
 

http://www.isrotelexclusivecollection.com/beresheet/


Complimenting the desert experience we recommend enjoying the final day by visiting one of the prosperous 
cities the Nabataean built, which are UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Along the ancient spice route we shall also 
visit a new wine route, developed over the last two decades in the arid desert, using state of the art drip 
irrigation technology.  Among these Boutique wineries and farms that also produce, goat cheese and olive oil : 
Nana Winery,   Boker Valley Vineyard and Carmei Avdat. 
 
 

 
Nana Vinery 

https://www.facebook.com/nana.mount.ramon/
http://www.israeldesertlodge.com/
http://www.carmeyavdat.com/

